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Part I

Decision Theory

1 Decision Problems: Beliefs, Preferences and Rational Choices

1.1 Beliefs & Probabilities

More often than not, we don’t know what the world is like in certain aspects relevant to our current

purposes. An agent’s uncertainty about which state of affairs from a set T obtains can be modelled as a

set X ⊆ T: the possibilities in X are considered possible, the possibilities in T \ X are ruled out. We shall

call such an X ⊆ T the agent’s belief set.

This way of representing an agent’s uncertainty is entirely qualitative, as it does not say anything

about how likely the agent considers some possibilities x, y ∈ X that are considered possible. A probability

distribution, on the other hand, captures an agent’s uncertainty also quantitatively. We can represent not

only which possibilities an agent considers possible, but also how likely an agent thinks an event or a

proposition is.

Definition 1.1 (Probability Distribution). Let T be a finite set of mutually distinct states of affairs. A

probability distribution Pr : P(T) → [0; 1] is a function that assigns to each non-empty event T′ ⊆ T a

probability Pr(T′) such that for all T′ ⊆ T Pr(T′) = ∑t∈T′ P({t}) and Pr(T) = 1. Given an arbitrary set X,

we denote the set of all probability distributions with ∆(X). Instead of writing Pr({x}) we simply write

Pr(x).

The support of Pr ∈ ∆(X) is the set Supp(Pr) = {x ∈ X | Pr(x) > 0}. We say that a probability

distribution Pr ∈ ∆(X) has full support iff Supp(Pr) = X. The support of a probability distribution is the

agent’s belief set (as defined above): those possibilities that the agent does not completely rule out.

Exercise 1.2. Show that if Pr ∈ ∆(X) and Y, Z ⊆ X, then the following properties hold:

(i) Pr(Y ∪ Z) = Pr(Y) + Pr(Z)− Pr(Y ∩ Z)

(ii) Pr(X \Y) = 1− Pr(Y) .

1.2 Preferences & Utilities

Uncertainty is one aspect of an agent’s state of mind, preferences and desires are another. If several

courses of events are possible in the future, we often prefer one over the other. As with uncertainty, we

can distinguish qualitative and quantitative representations of preference.

Definition 1.3 (Preference Orders). If X is a set of (future) contingencies, then � is a preference order

on X, if it is a non-strict linear order on X.
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Exercise 1.4. Is it reasonable to ask for a linear order? In particular, which properties should preferences

of a rational/coherent/sound agent have? (Recall that a linear order is transitive, antisymmetric and

total.) �

Alternatively, we can represent not only whether one contingency is better than another, but also how

much better.

Definition 1.5 (Utility Function). If X is a set of (future) contingencies, then call a function U : X → R a

utility function.

Exercise 1.6. Is it reasonable, maybe for some applications and not for others, to have only ordinal pref-

erences, or do we also sometimes need/want cardinal preferences?

1.3 Decision Problems and Rational Choices of a Single Agent

Decision theory studies how to represent a situation in which a single agent has to make a decision while

being uncertain about the outcomes of his actions. No other agent is involved, but the player’s uncertainty

about which state of nature obtains may make his choice non-trivial.

Definition 1.7 (Decision Problem). A decision problem is a quadruple D = 〈T, A, Pr, U〉 where:

· T is a finite set of world states

· A is a finite set of actions

· Pr is a probability distribution on T, i.e. Pr ∈ ∆(T)

· U is a utility function U : A× T → R .

A decision problem captures all relevant contingencies of the decision making as they appear to the

agent. It does not capture how an agent actually comes to decide, or how he should decide. Still, rationality

requires that in D an agent maximizes his expected utility, which is defined as follows.

Definition 1.8 (Expected Utility, Best Response, Rationality). The expected utility of an action a ∈ A in

decision problem D = 〈T, A, Pr, U〉 is the probability-weighted average of the utilities across states:

EUD(a) = ∑
t∈T

Pr(t)×U(a, t) .

Let BR(D) be the set of best responses in D, i.e., the set of actions that maximize expected utility in D:

BR(D) =
{

a ∈ A | EU(a) = max
a′∈A

EU(a′)
}

.

A choice of action a in D is rational only if a ∈ BR(D). If more than one action is rational in D, then any

rational choice is just as good as any other. Therefore, if a is a rational choice in D, then we say that EU(a)

is the value of D:

Value(D) = EUD(a) for some a ∈ BR(D) .
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Example 1.9. Suppose Bob the Baker would like to bake a cake, but he is not sure whether his eggs are off. His

decision problem D is one between two actions: to bake a cake (abake), or to buy one (abuy). There are two states of

affairs that matter to his decision: whether the eggs are foul (tfoul) or good (tgood). His beliefs and preferences in D
are as described in the following table:

Pr(t) abake abuy

tfoul .3 -10 5

tgood .7 10 5

Notice that the utility of buying a cake does not depend on whether the eggs are off, but the utility of baking does.

The expected utility of Bob’s actions is:

EUD(abuy) = Pr(tfoul)×U(abuy, tfoul) + Pr(tgood)×U(abuy, tgood)

= .3× 5 + .7× 5

= 5

EUD(abake) = Pr(tfoul)×U(abake, tfoul) + Pr(tgood)×U(abake, tgood)

= .3×−10 + .7× 10

= 4

As EUD(abuy) = 5 > 4 = EUD(abake), the only rational choice in this decision problem is to buy a cake:

BR(D) =
{

abuy

}
, and the value of this decision problem correspondingly is Value(D) = EUD(abuy) = 4 .

Exercise 1.10. Consider a variation of Bob’s decision problem from the previous example where the

utilities are as given, but the probabilities are possibly different:

Pr(t) abake abuy

tfoul p -10 5

tgood 1−p 10 5

For which values of p ∈ [0; 1] is abake the only rational choice? When are both actions rational choices?

2 Decision Problems and Relevance

2.1 Belief Dynamics: Information Growth

While a probability distribution captures an agent’s static beliefs, learning of new (quantitative) informa-

tion is captured by Bayesian update.

Definition 2.1 (Bayesian Update). If Pr ∈ ∆(X) is a probability distribution over set X, then the probability

of event Y ⊆ X conditional on event Z ⊆ X is calculated by Bayesian update as follows:

Pr(Y|Z) = Pr(Y ∩ Z)
Pr(Z)

.

We call Pr(Y|Z) the conditional probability of Y given Z.
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Remark 2.2 (Update , Belief Revision). Notice that Bayesian update is defined only if Pr(Z) , 0. Bayesian

update only deals with belief updates given (qualitative) information that is compatible with the agent’s

prior beliefs. To update a probability distribution with a proposition that is believed false requires a more

complicated process of belief revision, because some, but not all parts of the old beliefs have to be given up,

and the (fairly difficult) question is, which ones?

Exercise 2.3 (Bayes’ Rule). Assume Pr ∈ ∆(X) and Y, Z ⊆ X. Bayes’ rule states that:

Pr(Y|Z) = Pr(Z|Y)× Pr(Y)
Pr(Z)

.

Show that Bayes’ rule follows from the above definition.

2.2 Learning Information in Decision Problems

Suppose an agent represents his decision situation as D. We can then model learning of the information

that the actual state is in the set P ⊆ T as a simple Bayesian update of the probability function in D. We

then speak of updating the decision problem D with proposition P.

Definition 2.4 (Updated Decision Problem). If D = 〈T, A, Pr, U〉 and P ⊆ T such that Pr(P) > 0, then

〈T, A, Pr(·|P), U〉 is the decision problem D updated with information P, which we refer to with D[P].

Remark 2.5 (Learning by Observation , Pragmatic Inference). For clarity, D[P] is the way the agent

represents the decision situation D after learning that the proposition P is true. This learning needs to

be thought of as learning by observation that P is true. If another agent deliberately informs the decision

maker that P is true, the information that P is not observed directly, and a more complex update might be

necessary. (Which update to perform is subject to pragmatic reasoning, the main topic of the remainder

of this course.)

2.3 Relevance of Propositional Information

As seen above in section 2.2, it is fairly easy to model the impact that learning has on the representation

of a decision situation. The question arises, however, how useful or how relevant such learned information

is. This question is interesting, because, on the one hand, we have strong intuitions about what counts

as (practically) relevant information, and, on the other hand, it has long been recognized that a more

narrowly defined notion of linguistic relevance may play a central role in pragmatics: think of Grice’s

Maxim of Relevance (Grice 1989), on which Relevance Theory is based (Sperber and Wilson 1995).

Unfortunately, however, a definition of relevance of information in decision situations is not that

straight-forward, as we will see presently. We will discuss two notions of relevance here: based on (i)

the (conditional) value of sample information, in section 2.3.1, and (ii) based on the utility value, in sec-

tion 2.3.2. Both of these measures are to be matched against intuition of what is relevant information in

a decision situation. After that, in section 2.4, we try to apply both of these notions to Gricean relevance

implicatures.
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2.3.1 Relevance as (Conditional) Value of Sample Information

A first good shot at asking how relevant information P is in decision situation D is to compare the choice

the agent makes after update with P with the choice he would have made without P. But there are several

ways of doing this: one is to assume that P has been learned as true information, and to look back from

there (after the fact) at how good/bad the decision the agent would have made before learning that P

appears in the light of the new information that P. This is the idea behind the (conditional) value of

sample information (vsi).

Definition 2.6 ((Conditional) Value of Sample Information). Take a decision problem D and assume that

the agent would perform action a∗ ∈ BR(D) in the absence of further information.1 Similarly, let a∗∗ ∈
BR(D[P]) be an action that maximizes expected utility in D[P]. Then define the (conditional) value of

sample information P as follows:

VSID(P) = EUD[P](a∗∗)− EUD[P](a∗)

= Value(D[P])− EUD[P](a∗) .

The vsi of P measures how much worse the uninformed prior choice a∗ is when compared to the

informed posterior choice a∗∗, both as seen in the light of D[P]. The reason why we call it conditional is

then also clear: it can only be evaluated conditional on learning P, i.e., after assuming P as de facto true

information.

Relevance defined via vsi has a number of interesting properties:

1. VSID(P) ≥ 0 for all D and P.

2. If information P does not change the agent’s choice of action, it is irrelevant according to vsi: i.e., if

a∗ = a∗∗, then VSID(P) = 0.

3. Information can also be irrelevant if it does change the agent’s choice of action, i.e., it is not the case

that if VSID(P) = 0, then a∗ = a∗∗.

Exercise 2.7. Derive these properties of vsi.

Exercise 2.8. Which of these properties are intuitive? Why (not)?

2.3.2 Relevance as Utility Value

Another possibility for a definition of relevance, is to follow a suggestion made by Robert van Rooij in

several of his publications (e.g. van Rooij 2001, 2003, 2004a). Van Rooij proposes to define relevance of

information P as the utility value (uv) of information, which in turn is defined as the difference in value of

the decision problems before and after learning P.

1If there are several equally good actions in BR(D), a more complicated definition would strictly speaking be necessary, but we

do not need this for anything here.
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Definition 2.9 (Utility Value). The utility value UVD(P) of a proposition P in decision problem D is:

UVD(P) = Value(D[P])−Value(D) .

The uv differs from vsi in several respects:

1. uv can be negative.

2. More information can be less relevant according to uv. In other words, it is possible that P ⊂ Q

while UVD(P) < UVD(Q) .

Exercise 2.10. Show that uv in fact has these properties.

Exercise 2.11. Which of the properties of uv do you find intuitively plausible as a measure of relevance?

Why (not)?

Exercise 2.12. Look at the two definitions of linguistic relevance, based on vsi and based on uv and try

to assess their plausibility. (You could ask yourself, for instance, what it means for a proposition to be

negatively relevant. Is this a reasonable property to have for a measure of relevance? Why, why not?)

2.4 Relevance Implicatures

The above notions of decision-theoretic relevance define different relevance orders Rel(·) on propositions.

We should try to use this ordering for Gricean relevance-based implicatures. We start with a straight-

forward, even naı̈ve approach, find out that it does not work properly, and then look at a slightly more

complicated, but better approach.

2.4.1 The Naı̈ve Approach

The idea behind the naı̈ve approach is this: suppose it is (more or less) common knowledge that the

hearer faces a particular decision problem D; assume further that the speaker is entirely cooperative

and, moreover, perfectly informed about the issue at stake; if the speaker then utters (some sentence

which denotes) proposition P, the hearer should be entitled to conclude that all propositions P′ with

Rel(P′) > Rel(P) are false. Formally:

PragD(P) = P ∩
⋂{

P′ | P′ ⊂ P ∧ RelD(P′) > RelD(P)
}

. (2.1)

The question then arises, how well this simple approach predicts intuitive relevance implicatures, if we

take uv and vsi as our measures of Rel(·) in equation (2.1)?

Example 2.13. Take the classical example from Grice in (1).

(1) a. I am out of petrol.

b. There is a garage round the corner.

c. { The garage is open.
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We could represent the hearer’s decision problem as one of obtaining gas by either walking to the gas station ago or

just strolling around astroll. We should represent three different relevant states: in topen there is a garage which is

open, in tclosed there is a garage which is closed, and in t¬∃ there is no garage. The ensuing decision problem could

be this:

Pr(t) astroll ago

topen .1 .3 1

tclosed .1 .3 0

t¬∃ .8 .3 0

The proposition in (1b) is P∃ =
{

topen, tclosed
}

. Under the assumption that the speaker said something true,

but underinformative we should then compare this proposition with two other possibly true propositions: Popen ={
topen

}
and Pclosed = {tclosed}. The question is whether, by calculating uv and vsi of these propositions, we can

account for the intuitive inference that the utterance of (1b) conveys (1c) that the garage is open.

We can therefore calculate, first for uv:

uvD(P∃) = Value(D[P∃])−Value(D) uvD(Popen) = Value(D[Popen])−Value(D)

= EUD[P∃ ](ago)− EUD(astroll) = EUD[Popen](ago)− EUD(astroll)

= .5− .3 = .2 = 1− .3 = .7

uvD(Pclosed) = Value(D[Pclosed])−Value(D)

= EUD[Pclosed](astroll)− EUD(astroll)

= .3− .3 = 0

It turns out that, according to relevance based on uv, the proposition Popen is more relevant than the proposition

P∃. By the simple scalar relevance logic given above, we would then have to conclude that the utterance of (1b)

implicates that the garage is closed, contrary to intuition. More formally, since we have the relevance ordering

uv(Popen) > uv(P∃) > uv(Pclosed), we derive the following from (2.1):

PragD(P∃) = P∃ ∩
{

Popen
}
= {tclosed} .

As this reasoning based on uv obviously yields the wrong result, let us try vsi then:

vsiD(P∃) = EUD[P∃ ](ago)− EUD[P∃ ](astroll) = .5− .3 = .2

vsiD(Popen) = EUD[Popen](ago)− EUD[Popen](astroll) = 1− .3 = .7

vsiD(Pclosed) = EUD[Pclosed](astroll)− EUD[Pclosed](astroll) = .3− .3 = 0

Unfortunately, relevance based on vsi gives the exact same predictions as uv, even numerically. It seems we should

draw the conclusion that the naı̈ve take on Gricean relevance is mistaken.

Exercise 2.14. What do you think is wrong with the reasoning in the previous example? Do you think

that the naı̈ve approach to relevance implicatures spelled out in this section could be saved? How? Or do

you have a better suggestion, maybe a not so naı̈ve approach?
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2.4.2 A Better Approach: Relevance Ex Post

Here is another idea how to use decision-theoretic relevance measures for Gricean pragmatic reasoning.

Let us assume, exactly as before, that the decision problem D of the hearer is common knowledge between

speaker and hearer and that the speaker is cooperative and perfectly informed. Suppose, then, that

relevance reasoning goes as follows: upon utterance of proposition P, the hearer assumes that P is true

and checks for all P′ that are strictly stronger than P, P′ ⊂ P, whether P′ is relevant after learning that P,

i.e., whether P′ is relevant in the decision problem D[P]. If the extra information in P′ is relevant in this

sense, the hearer concludes that it must have been false. Formally:

Prag∗D(P) = P ∩
⋂{

P′ | P′ ⊆ P ∧ RelD[P](P′) , 0
}

. (2.2)

Example 2.15. Let’s calculate what the predictions are of the pragmatic interpretation operator in (2.2) for the

decision problem and dialogue of the previous Example 2.13. Towards this end, let’s first give the decision problem

D[P∃]:

Pr(t) astroll ago

topen .5 .3 1

tclosed .5 .3 0

t¬∃ 0 .3 0

This yields the following uv-values:

uvD[P∃ ](Popen) = Value(D[Popen])−Value(D[P∃])

= EUD[Popen](ago)− EUD[P∃ ](ago)

= 1− .5 = .5

uvD[P∃ ](Pclosed) = Value(D[Pclosed])−Value(D[P∃])

= EUD[Pclosed](astroll)− EUD[P∃ ](ago)

= .3− .5 = −.2

It turns out that both propositions are uv- relevant after learning P∃, so that our pragmatic interpretation operator

in (2.2) runs into an inconsistency:

Prag∗D(P∃) = P∃ ∩ Popen ∩ Pclosed = ∅ .

Things look better for vsi-based relevance, however. Notice that the best action after learning P∃ or Popen is ago,

and that after learning Pclosed it is astroll.

vsiD[P∃ ](Popen) = EUD[Popen](ago)− EUD[Popen](ago)

= 1− 1 = 0

vsiD[P∃ ](Pclosed) = EUD[Pclosed](astroll)− EUD[Pclosed](ago)

= .3− 0 = .3
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Under vsi-relevance, we find that only Pclosed is relevant after learning P∃. This means that we predict correctly

with (2.2):

Prag∗D(P∃) = P∃ ∩ Pclose =
{

topen
}

.

In sum, it seems that the “relevance ex post” approach works, at least for relevance based on vsi.

Exercise 2.16. Suppose that Peter and Paula know that their mutual friend John is driving a yellow vw

and that he has a crush on Sue. Peter asks, and Paula answers as in the following dialogue.

(2) a. Q: Where is John?

b. A: There is a yellow vw in front of Sue’s house.

c. { John is probably at Sue’s.

Intuitively, Paula’s answer implicates that John is most probably at Sue’s place. Can we account for this

inference with the approach to relevance implicatures introduced in this section? If so, how, and if not,

why not?

Problem 1. Suppose the hearer’s best action depends on whether the speaker has eaten some but not all or

all of the hearer’s cookies without permission (t∃¬∀, t∀). Think of it as the decision to punish the speaker

mildly or hard (amild, ahard). The hearer has no a priori expectation. We could represent this decision

problem as follows:

Pr(t) amild ahard

t∃¬∀ .5 1 0

t∀ .5 0 1

Intuitively, we draw the scalar implicature in (3).

(3) a. I ate some of the cookies. Psome = {t∃¬∀, tall}

b. { I did not eat all of them. Psome \ Pall = Psome \ {tall}

Calculate both of the pragmatic interpretation approaches discussed in the lecture, using both uv and vsi

for each, and check whether we can predict this scalar implicature. Reflect and comment on your result.

3 Decision, Relevance & Questions

In this section we look at the relation between decision problems and questions. This relation has two

sides: firstly, we will describe decision problems as generalized questions; secondly, we will use decision

theory for pragmatic interpretation of a given question, similar to what we did with assertions.
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3.1 Decision Problems as Question “What Should I Do?”

3.1.1 The Semantics of Questions

According to the standard logical picture of meaning, a declarative sentence denotes a proposition. But

what does a question mean or denote? To assimilate question-semantics to the declarative paradigm, the

traditional answer from the logical camp is that the meaning of a question can be represented by the set

of its viable answers (cf. Hamblin 1973; Groenendijk and Stokhof 1984).

Definition 3.1 (Question Denotation). If T is a set of states, then a question Q is a set of subsets of T,

Q ⊆ P(T), such that: (i) ∅ < Q and (ii)
⋃
Q = T.

Example 3.2. Let T be the set of all possible worlds. Take the question:

(4) Who of John and Bill came to the party?

Intuitively, this question has four ‘good’ answers, in the propositions:

(5) a. Neither of them came to the party. (with semantic denotation P(5a) ⊆ T)

b. John came to the party. (with semantic denotation P(5b) ⊆ T)

c. Bill came to the party. (with semantic denotation P(5c) ⊆ T)

d. Both of them came to the party. (with semantic denotation P(5d) ⊆ T)

The question (4) would then be taken to denote the semantic object Q =
{

P(5a), P(5b), P(5c), P(5d)

}
, a set of proposi-

tions.

3.1.2 Partitional and Non-Partitional Questions

In the previous example, we have not been precise about the concrete meaning of propositions P(5b) and

P(5c). For instance, the answer in (5b) could mean that at least John came to the party (leaving it open

whether Bill came or not). This reading we could call the inclusive reading. Or, it could mean that John

came and Bill did not. This we could call the exclusive reading.

Whether we think that the question denotation of (4) should contain the inclusive or the exclusive

readings, is a matter of debate. It depends, apart from more complicated technical arguments, on whether

we think that an inclusive reading of, say, (5b) is a ‘good’ answer, or whether only the exclusive reading

would be good enough. The former view is due to Hamblin (1973), the latter due to Groenendijk and

Stokhof (1984). According to Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), the set of answers that form a question

denotation should be a partition, i.e., it should cover the whole logical space, and be non-overlapping.

Definition 3.3 (Partition Question). A set Q ⊆ P(T) is a partition question of T whenever (i) for all

Q, Q′ ∈ Q we have Q ∩Q′ , ∅ and (ii)
⋃
Q = T.
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3.1.3 Answerhood

So much for questions. What counts as an answer? If a question Q contains a set of propositions

Q = {Q1, . . . , Qn}, then of course all propositions Qi are answers (by definition). However, for parti-

tion questions, we can be more general:

Definition 3.4 (Answerhood). Given a partition question Q ⊆ P(T), we say that an arbitrary proposition

P ⊆ T, P , ∅, is a complete answer, if P is consistent with only exactly one Q ∈ Q. We say that P is

a partial answer if it is inconsistent with at least one Q ∈ Q. (Every complete answer is thus a partial

answer.)

3.1.4 The Question “What Should I do?”

On an abstract level, a decision problem also represents a question (a set of propositions), namely the

question: “what should I do?”

Definition 3.5 (Question Posed by Decision Problem). Let D = 〈T, A, Pr, U〉 be a decision problem. The

set

T∗(a) =
{

t ∈ T | ¬∃a′ ∈ A : U(a′, t) > U(a, t)
}

is the set of all states in which the action a is optimal. A decision problem asks “which action should

I perform?” and therefore can be equated with the set of propositions T∗(a) for each a ∈ A such that

T∗(a) , ∅. We denote the question denoted by a decision problem D as Q(D).

Exercise 3.6. Under which condition(s) is the question denoted by a decision problem a partition of T?

Try to give (a) sufficient and necessary condition(s).

Each decision problem gives rise to a unique question, but there is not one unique decision problem

that corresponds to a given question. In other words, there is a many-to-one mapping from decision

problems to questions. Put yet differently, a decision problem can be seen as a generalization of a question,

because it contains strictly more information.

In linguistics it is often assumed that utterances need to be interpreted against the background of an

often implicit question under discussion (qud). Since decision problems can be regarded as generalized

questions, it is reasonable to use decision problems as more powerful representations of a contextual

question under discussion.

We can use our notions of answerhood also to define when a decision problem is solved.

Definition 3.7 (Solving Decision Problems.). Given Q(D), we say that proposition P solves D if P is a

complete answer to Q(D). If P is only a partial answer, we say that P partially solves D.

Exercise 3.8. Proof the following statement: if Q(D) is a partition, then for any proposition P we have that

if, for vsi-based relevance, Prag∗D(P) , ∅, then P solves D. Reflect and comment on this result. Comment,

for instance, on whether this is a reasonable property of Prag∗(·).
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3.2 Relevance of Questioning

Most of the following theoretical considerations stem from statistical decision theory (Raiffa and Schlaifer

1961, mainly chapter 4), whose main concern is to determine, roughly speaking, how valuable it is to

conduct an experiment before making a decision. This is of superior relevance for many economic, political

or scientific decisions. Suppose you are contemplating to launch a new product, but you have the chance

to conduct market research before you venture into costly production. Market research does not come for

free, and different research questions may incur different costs but may also yield differently useful pieces

of evidence whether production will eventually pay. The main notion that we will discuss in this section,

the expected value of sample information, is a measure for the maximum prize one is willing to pay for

asking a question (and getting a true answer) before making a decision.

Definition 3.9 (Expected Value of Sample Information). Given a decision problem D the expected value of

sample information Q ⊆ P(T) is the probability-weighted average vsi of all possible answers in question

Q:

EVSID(Q) = ∑
Q∈Q

Pr(Q)×VSID(Q) .

Exercise 3.10. We defined evsi as the probability-weighted average of vsi-values of answers. We can

alternatively define it as the probability-weighted average of uv-values:

EVSID(Q) = ∑
Q∈Q

Pr(Q)×UVD(Q) .

Show that these two ways of defining evsi are equivalent.

In several of his papers on the meaning and use of questions, Robert van Rooij has proposed to use

the measure evsi in pragmatic interpretation of question meaning. The general idea is this: suppose

the decision problem of Robin is known; suppose also that Robin poses a question to Sally to resolve

his decision problem; suppose further that the question posed (in natural language) allows for at least

two possible interpretations Q and Q′; then it reasonable for Sally to assume that the intended question

meaning is the one which maximizes evsi in Robin’s decision problem; this is so because Sally assumes

that Robin is rational and seeks to pose the “best” question as given her decision problem. This general

reasoning scheme is applied to decide whether questions get a mention-all or mention-some answer in

van Rooij (2004b), and to other applications in van Rooij (2003).

Example 3.11. Take the simple question (6a) and two of many ways of providing a linguistic answer to it:

(6) a. Where do you live?

b. I live in Amsterdam / Berlin / Tübingen / Reutlingen / . . . .

c. I live in a flat / a house / a caravan / a tent / . . . .

In some situations (6b) will be a ‘good’ answer, and in some situations (6c) will be. Similarly, in some situations the
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question meaning of (6a) would be ambiguous or underspecified between two sets of propositions:

Q(6b) = {λt . lives in(Sally, x, t) | x ∈ {Amsterdam, Berlin, Tübingen, Reutlingen}}

Q(6c) = {λt . ∃y lives in(Sally, y, t) ∧ x = y | x ∈ {flat, house, caravan, tent}}

To resolve the question meaning we can reason towards the “best question” given a background decision problem. So,

suppose the decision problem of Robin is whether to come visit Sally or not, and if so, whether to bring his girlfriend.

If Sally lives in a boring city like Tübingen, or Reutlingen, he prefers not to visit a∅. If she lives in an exciting

city, like Amsterdam, or Berlin, on the other hand, Robin would like to visit. To Amsterdam, for obscure reasons, he

would prefer not to take his girlfriend along (aalone), but to Berlin, he would happily take her (agirl). The resulting

decision problem looks like this:

Pr(t) aalone agirl a∅

tA′dam .25 1 0 0

tBerlin .25 0 1 0

tTüb .25 0 0 1

tReut .25 0 0 1

We can then calculate the evsi value of different questions. Here, we assume that the propositions in Q(6c) are all

compatible with all states in the decision problem:

evsiD(Q(6b)) = .25× 1 + .25× 1 + .25× 0 + .25× 0 = .5

evsiD(Q(6c)) = .25× 0 + .25× 0 + .25× 0 + .25× 0 = 0

The preferred question interpretation of (6a), given the above decision problem, is therefore Q(6b).

Exercise 3.12. Does the choice of probabilities and utilities in the decision problem make any difference

to the previous example?

Exercise 3.13. Suppose for a given decision problem D the question Q(D) is a partition. Which questions

have the highest evsi-value?
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simultaneous choice sequential choice

complete information strategic / static games dynamic / sequential games with compl. info

incomplete information Bayesian Games dynamic /sequential games with incompl. info

Figure 1: Terminology for Different Kinds of Games

Part II

Game Theory
Game theory is a branch of applied mathematics that seeks to model human decision making in complex

interactive situations. A game in its technical sense is a mathematical structure that abstractly represents

a decision situation of several agents, where the outcome of the decisions of each agent depends on the

choices of the other agents. It is important to understand that games, in the technical sense of the word, are

not models of interactive reasoning or decision making, but only of the situations in which agents engage

in this kind of deliberation and choice. It is not the “game” but what is called a “solution concept” that

describes —or, depending on the preferred interpretation, prescribes— actual reasoning and/or decision

making.

Traditionally game theory distinguishes different kinds of games, usually classified along two dimen-

sion (see Figure 1): (i) whether the agents’ choices are simultaneous or in sequence, and (ii) whether all agents

have complete or incomplete information. Games where players move simultaneously are called static games

(alt.: strategic games); games where players move in sequence are called dynamic games (alt.: sequential

games). We say that a player has complete information in a game if she knows all the decision relevant

details except for the play of other players. For our linguistic purposes, we will be mostly concerned with

the most complex of these game forms: dynamic games with incomplete information. However, in order

to get acquainted with some basic notions of game theory, it pays to look first at a few examples from the

simplest category, namely static games with complete information.

4 Static Games with Complete Information

The perhaps most famous example of a static game with complete information is the prisoner’s dilemma.

We first describe the situation that is to be modelled and then model it formally as a game later on.

Example 4.1 (Prisoner’s Dilemma). The prisoner’s dilemma is a situation where two individuals are charged with

a crime and are held imprisoned with no chance to communicate. Both of the accused are forced to either confess the

crime or deny it. Both agents know (and know that both know. . . ) that the jury will adjudge the following sentences,

depending on whether the accused confess or deny: if only one of them confesses, she who confessed will be sent to

jail for a long period, say 10 years, while she who denied will be released. If both the accused confess, they will both

go to jail for only a short period, say 2 years. But if both the accused deny the crime, they will both go to jail for an
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intermediate period of, e.g., 5 years.

In this situation the outcome of each individual decision depends on the decision of the other, which is

why a model of this situation will be a game (and not, say, a single agent’s decision problem). The choices

the prisoners make are effectively simultaneous, because neither of them will get to observe the choice of

the other before his own commitment. (As you see, whether the individual choices are to happen exactly

at the same time is inessential to whether a game is static or sequential; what counts is the information

available to agents.) But as far as information about the game structure is concerned, both prisoners know

everything (except the choice of the opponent) and they know that they know (and know that they know

that they know . . . ). So, the situation should be modelled as a static game of complete information.

Definition 4.2 (Static Game of Complete Information). A static game with complete information is a

triple

〈N, (A)i∈N , (U)i∈N〉 ,

where N is a set of players, Ai are the actions available to player i and Ui is player i’s utility function. A

utility function Ui : ×j∈N Aj → R assigns a numerical payoff for player i to each possible outcome of the

game, represented here in terms of action profiles 〈a1, . . . , an〉, i.e., tuples of all possible combinations

of individual choices.

Example 4.3 (Prisoner’s Dilemma (continued)). Both prisoners have the same choices: to confess ac or deny ad.

So, if we name prisoners as players 1 and 2, we have N = {1, 2}, A1 = A2 = {ac, ad}. The utilities of players

are basically symmetric in this game and can be given as in Figure 2(a). Here, player 1 is the “row player” and his

utilities are listed first. Player 2 is the column player and his utilities are given second in the table.

Exercise 4.4. Verify for yourself that the numerical utilities given in Figure 2(a) correspond with the

situation described in Example 4.1.

Figure 2 lists a number of other well-known static games. These games represent a variety of inter-

active decision situations with varying degrees of conflict of interest. The “Matching Pennies” game in

Figure 2(d), for instance, is a so-called zero-sum game where preferences of players are strictly opposed:

intuitively speaking, one player wins if and only if the other player loses. The coordination game in Fig-

ure 2(c), on the other hand, bears no conflict of interest whatsoever. Players in this game agree on what is

a desirable outcome, but still face the challenge of coordinating their actions.

4.1 Nash Equilibrium

As stressed earlier, a game is really just a model of an interactive decision situation and does not specify

what the agents do in that situation, or what they should do if they are rational (or, even, what they should

do if they care for each other, for instance). Predictions about ideal or actual behavior of agents are made

with so-called solution concepts. We will look at two very common solution concepts here, namely Nash

equilibrium and iterated strict dominance and discuss the differences between them.
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ac ad

ac 2,2 0,3

ad 3,0 1,1

(a) Prisoner’s Dilemma

ahawk adove

ahawk -2,-2 2,0

adove 0,2 1,1

(b) Hawk & Dove

ayes ano

ayes 1,1 0,0

ano 0,0 1,1

(c) Coordination

aheads atails

aheads 1,0 0,1

atails 0,1 1,0

(d) Matching Pennies

astag arabbit

astag 3,3 0,1

arabbit 1,0 1,1

(e) Stag Hunt

aBach aStrav

aBach 3,1 0,0

aStrav 0,0 1,3

(f) Battle of the Sexes

Figure 2: Some “Famous” Static Games with Complete Information

4.1.1 Nash Equilibrium in Pure Strategies

Nash equilibrium is, perhaps, the most commonly known solution concept. The idea behind it is to

describe which action profiles constitute an equilibrium state, i.e., a state of behavior from which nobody

would strictly like to depart. In other words, a Nash equilibrium is a set of action choices, one for each

player, which no single player has an incentive to deviate from, given that all the other players conform.

Definition 4.5 (Nash Equilibrium in Pure Strategies). A Nash equilibrium in pure strategies is an action

profile 〈a1, . . . , ai, . . . , an〉 such that for all i ∈ N there is no a′i ∈ Ai such that:

Ui(
〈

a1, . . . , a′i, . . . , an
〉
) > Ui(〈a1, . . . , ai, . . . , an〉) .

Example 4.6. For instance, the only Nash equilibrium of the prisoner’s dilemma in Figure 2(a) is the action profile

〈ad, ad〉 where both agents deny the crime. To see this we have to argue that 〈ad, ad〉 is indeed a Nash equilibrium.

It is, because if player 2 denies the crime, then it is strictly best for player 1 to deny too:

U1(〈ad, ad〉) > U1(〈ac, ad〉) .

The same holds, for symmetry reasons, also for player 2 if player 1 denies the crime. The “state” 〈ad, ad〉 is “in

equilibrium”.

Clearly then, neither strategy profile where players play different actions can be a Nash equilibrium. To see that

mutual denial is the only equilibrium, all that is left to note is that if player i plays ac, then it is also strictly better

for player j to play ad, so 〈ac, ac〉 is not a Nash equilibrium either.

Exercise 4.7. Find all the Nash equilibria (in pure strategies) of the remaining games in Figure 2.

4.1.2 Nash Equilibrium in Mixed Strategies

Solving the previous exercise you will note that there are games that do not have a Nash equilibrium in

the sense that we defined it above. We have defined Nash equilibrium only in terms of pure strategies, i.e.,
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concrete action choices of agents. There are games without a pure Nash equilibrium. This contrasts with

mixed strategies.

Definition 4.8 (Mixed Strategies and Profiles). Given a strategic game 〈N, (A)i∈N , (U)i∈N〉, a mixed strat-

egy for agent i is a probability distribution σi ∈ ∆(Ai) over player i’s action set Ai. One way of looking at

a mixed strategy σi is as a randomization: player i plays action ai ∈ Ai with probability σi(ai). (We will

consider other interpretations below.) We call σ ∈ ∆(A1)× · · · × ∆(An) a mixed strategy profile.

Given mixed strategies we extend the player’s utility functions to the average utility a player gains

when the probabilistic strategies are played:

Ui(〈σ1, . . . , σn〉) = ∑
〈a1,...,an〉

σ1(a1)× · · · × σn(an)×Ui(〈a1, . . . , an〉) .

This allows for a definition of Nash equilibrium in terms of mixed strategies that is entirely analogous to

the above.

Definition 4.9 (Nash equilibrium in Mixed Strategies). A Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies is a

mixed strategy profile 〈σ1, . . . , σn〉 such that no agent would do strictly better on her own when deviating

from this play, i.e., such that for all i ∈ N there is no σ′i ∈ ∆(Ai) such that:

Ui(
〈
σ1, . . . , σ′i , . . . , σn

〉
) > Ui(〈σ1, . . . , σi, . . . , σn〉) .

Obviously, since every pure strategy corresponds to exactly one mixed strategy, but not vice versa,

the notion of Nash equilibria in mixed strategies subsumes equilibria in pure strategies: any pure strat-

egy equilibrium corresponds to a mixed strategy equilibrium. Moreover, the former notion is strictly

more liberal in some cases: John Nash famously showed that every strategic game has at least one Nash

equilibrium in mixed strategies.

4.1.3 Finding Mixed Nash Equilibria

Finding mixed Nash equilibria is not as easy as finding strict Nash equilibria, but not too difficult either,

at least not for two player games with two actions. Here is an example. Take the Battle of the Sexes in

Figure 2(f). Suppose column player plays mixed strategy σc. We can then simple calculate the utilities of

row player, given that she plays pure actions aBach or aStrav as a function of column player playing her

action aBach with probability pc = σc(aBach):

Ur(aBach, pc) = 3× pc + (1− pc)× 0

Ur(aStrav, pc) = 0× pc + (1− pc)× 1

The result is plotted in Figure 3, where we can see that for pc > 1/4 column player’s “best response”

is to play aBach. (For the use of terminology “best response”, see the next section also.) For pc < 1/4

it is aStrav, and in case pc = 1/4 both actions are equally good. Assuming now that row player plays

mixed strategy σr, the same calculation yields that column player’s “indifference point” is a probability

σr(aBach) = qr = 3/4 . If qr > 3/4 , column player strictly prefers aBach, and if qr < 3/4 she strictly prefers
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Ur(aStrav, pc)
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Figure 3: Row Player’s Utilities in Battle of the Sexes to p-probability aBach of column player

aStrav. If we finally take both of these calculations together, we can plot a double “best response curve”,

as in Figure 4. This graph shows the best response BRr(pc) of row player in terms of the probability pc

of playing aBach, given that column player plays aBach with probability pc. And, mutatis mutandis, for

column player. The interesting points are where those best response curves meet: where both players’

mixed strategies are best responses to one another. These are the Nash equilibria of the game. Next to

the two pure nes, there is also another ne in mixed strategies, namely where row player plays aBach with

probability 1/4 , and where column player plays aBach with probability 3/4 .

Exercise 4.10. Find the Nash equilibria in mixed strategies for all of the games in Figure 2.

4.1.4 Evolutionary vs. Psychological Interpretations of Nash Equilibrium

The most common interpretation of Nash equilibrium is as a steady state in the behavior of agents when

repeatedly playing the game (cf. Heap and Varoufakis 2004; Osborne 2004). As such, the notion does not

actually spell out the reasoning process by which a player may arrive at the conclusion that she should

—in whatever sense of the modal— be playing a Nash choice, i.e., her part of a Nash equilibrium.

Players could arrive at playing their unique Nash choice ad in the prisoner’s dilemma by a process of

gradual improvement over time. In this way it is totally conceivable for players to simply gradually

habituate themselves into their (coordinated) Nash choices by small steps of unsophisticated diachronic

optimization, such as modelled in evolutionary game theory (see Weibull 1997), or by however more sophis-

ticated mechanisms of learning (see Fudenberg and Levine 1998). Such a “diachronic interpretation” of

Nash equilibrium also offers a particularly attractive view on mixed strategies: a mixed strategy is not

an individual’s randomization of choice, but a population average; in other words, while all individuals

make pure action choices, Nash equilibrium says which proportions of pure action choices in a population

constitute a steady state (of some sort).

This evolutionary perspective on equilibrium is appealing for many applications, but it does not actu-

ally provide much insight into the psychological why’s and wherefore’s of certain behavior. Evolutionary

approaches often do not answer the question how mental reasoning processes lead to the kind of behavior
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Figure 4: Double Plot of Best Response Functions

that is singled out as equilibrium. However, this is what we would, arguably, like to do when we seek

explanations for pragmatic phenomena: we are interested not only in a steady state description on popu-

lation level, but we are interested also in the psychological reality in the background that leads to a certain

linguistic behavior and not another.

Indeed, we can also give a psychological interpretation to Nash equilibrium, albeit a somewhat shallow

one. Here is how it goes. Next to thinking of a mixed strategy σi as either a randomization of choice by

player i, or as a population average of pure strategies, we can also think of it as a subjective belief of player

j about what player i is doing. This inspires the following simple definitions.

Definition 4.11 (Behavioral Belief & Best Responses). If σ = 〈σ1, . . . , σn〉 is a mixed strategy profile, then

we say that Beli(σ) = 〈σ1, . . . , σi−1, σi+1, . . . , σn〉 is the behavioral belief of player i contained in σ. We say

that action ai ∈ Ai (or mixed strategy σi ∈ ∆(Ai)) is a best response to a behavioral belief Beli(σ) iff there is

no a′i ∈ Ai (or σ′i ∈ ∆(Ai)) such that:

Ui(
〈
σ1, . . . , a′i, . . . , σn

〉
) > Ui(〈σ1, . . . , ai, . . . , σn〉)(

or Ui(
〈
σ1, . . . , σ′i , . . . , σn

〉
) > Ui(〈σ1, . . . , σi, . . . , σn〉)

)
.

Exercise 4.12. Proof that a mixed strategy is a best response to a given behavioral belief iff all pure

strategies in its support are.

What this definition does is simply to introduce a more “mentalistic” vocabulary, with the help of

which we can redefine Nash equilibrium:

Theorem 4.13. A mixed strategy profile σ = 〈σ1, . . . , σn〉 is a Nash equilibrium iff σi is a best response to
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the belief Beli(σ) for all i.

Proof. Immediate. �

Best responses are rational responses to a belief, of course. This reveals Nash equilibrium as a profile all

of whose strategies are rational given beliefs in that profile. Thus conceived, Nash equilibrium does not

—contrary to a seemingly widespread misconception— require higher order beliefs in rationality: it is not

necessary that any player believes that her opponents are rational. However, it is also not the case that

equilibrium-play ensues whenever every player is acting rationally. In other words, rationality alone does

not entail Nash equilibrium either. What does? How can we characterize Nash equilibrium in terms of

agents’ beliefs?

4.1.5 An Epistemic Characterization of Nash Equilibrium

This question is answered by giving an explicit epistemic characterization of Nash equilibrium (see Stalnaker

1994; Aumann and Brandenburger 1995). Ideally, an epistemic characterization of a solution concept would

be a set of necessary and sufficient epistemic conditions X on the players’ beliefs and action propensities

such that the behavioral prediction of the solution concept will arise if and only if the conditions X hold.

However, for reasons that will become clear later on, it is virtually impossible to find reasonable conditions

that are both sufficient and necessary.

In the following we will therefore look at one possible epistemic characterization for Nash equilibrium

(glossing over deeper mathematical subtleties) in terms of epistemic models for a game. An epistemic

model is a mathematical structure that fixes all the possibilities for players’ beliefs and action choices. Im-

posing conditions on beliefs and dispositions of players in this structure, we seek to derive the behavioral

predictions of a given solution, in the present case those of Nash equilibrium.

Definition 4.14 (Epistemic Model of a Static Game). An epistemic model of a static game is a tuple

M = 〈W, f , g〉 where W is a set of possible worlds, f : (W × N)→ ∆(Ai) is a function that assigns to each

world w and each player i a mixed strategy of player i, and g : (W × N) → ∆(W) assigns a probability

distribution over W to each world w and player i. The strategy f (w, i) is the strategy that player i actually

plays in world w. The probability distribution g(w, i) gives player i’s beliefs in world w.

Exercise 4.15. We would certainly like to put more constraints on epistemic models so as to ensure

that agents’ beliefs are represented in a reasonable and intuitive way. Conceive of two such intuitive

requirements and formalize them as a constraint on models.

Definition 4.16 (Beliefs in a Model). Player i’s beliefs about the behavior of player j in w are represented

in an epistemic model as the following mixed strategy Bi,w,j ∈ ∆(Aj):

Bw,i,j(a) = ∑
w′∈W

gw,i(w′)× f (w′, j)(a) .

We denote player i’s beliefs about all of her opponents as Bi,w . We say that agent i has a true belief

about agent j’s behavior in w if f (w, j) = Bw,i,j . We say that player i has a true belief in w if for all
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j we have f (w, j) = Bw,i,j . We write Beli(w) = {w′ ∈W | gw,i(w′) , 0} for the support of gw,i, i.e., for

the set of worlds player i considers possible in w . The actual behavior in w is the mixed strategy profile

σ(w) = 〈 f (w, 1), . . . , f (w, n)〉 .

Definition 4.17 (Rationality). Player i is rational in a world w if there is no σi ∈ ∆(Ai) such that:

Ui(Bi,w, σi) > Ui(Bi,w, f (w, i)) .

Denote the set of worlds where agent i is rational with Rati.

Theorem 4.18 (Epistemic Characterization of Nash Equilibrium). Given an epistemic model for a strategic

game, as defined above. Then for any world w in which (i) all agents have true beliefs, and (ii) all agents

are rational, the actual behavior in w is a Nash equilibrium.

Exercise 4.19. Proof this.

This partially answers our question from above: Nash equilibrium play results not from rationality of

agents alone, but from rationality given true beliefs.

Exercise 4.20. In the light of this result, comment on the statement that “Nash equilibrium is not a good

predictor of players’ behavior in ‘one-shot’ situations, i.e., games that are played only once.”

Exercise 4.21. Notice that this is only one sufficient condition for Nash equilibrium in an epistemic model.

Why is this condition not necessary? Why do you think we did not give both sufficient and necessary

conditions for Nash Equilibrium?

Exercise 4.22. Above, we said that a Nash choice of player i is the (mixed or pure) action of player i that

occurs as part of some Nash equilibrium σ. Is a Nash choice necessarily player i’s only rational action /

best response to her beliefs Beli(σ)? What implications does that have for an epistemic characterization of

Nash equilibrium along the lines of Theorem 4.18?

4.2 Iterated Strict Dominance & Rationalizability

There are other solution concepts that are more explicitly linked to reasoning about the opponents’ ratio-

nality. These solution concepts then also apply to one-shot strategic situations, where a game is played

only once or for the very first time.

One such solution concept is the algorithmic process called iterated strict dominance and the re-

lated notion of rationalizability (Bernheim 1984; Pearce 1984). The idea behind strict dominance is fairly

simple: when confronted with a game such as the prisoner’s dilemma in Figure 2(a), an agent may reason

to herself that playing action ac is never an optimal choice no matter what the opponent is doing: action ac

is strictly dominated by action ad in this game. More generally, we define strict dominance in terms of

existence of mixed strategies that are always better, no matter what the opponent does.

Definition 4.23 (Strict Dominance). Given a strategic game, an action ai ∈ Ai of player i is strictly dom-

inated by mixed strategy σi ∈ ∆(Ai) of player i iff for all action profiles ~a-i ∈ ×1≤j≤n, j,i Aj of all other
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players we have:

Ui(σi,~a-i) > Ui(ai,~a-i) .

Exercise 4.24. In case you wonder why we quantify over all pure action profiles of opponents ~a-i in the

previous definition, prove to yourself that the following are equivalent:

(i) Ui(σi,~a-i) > Ui(ai,~a-i) for all pure action profiles~a-i ,

(ii) Ui(σi, σ-i) > Ui(ai, σ-i) for all mixed strategy profiles σ-i .

Removing all strictly dominated actions from a game may render further actions of either player strictly

dominated. Iterating this strictly eliminative process further we will end up with a set ISD ⊆ ×1≤j≤n Aj of

actions that survive iterated strong dominance.

Definition 4.25 (Iterated Strict Dominance). Take a strategic game G = 〈N, (A)i∈N , (U)i∈N〉 and define a

sequence of iteratively removing strictly dominated actions as follows. Set G = G0 and derive Gk+1 =〈
N, (Ak+1)i∈N , (Uk+1)i∈N

〉
from Gk =

〈
N, (Ak)i∈N , (Uk)i∈N

〉
, with

Ak+1
i =

{
a ∈ Ak

i | ¬∃σ ∈ ∆(Ak
i ) : σ strictly dominates a in Gk

}
Uk+1

i = Uk
i �×j∈N Ak+1

j .

The set of actions of player i that survive iterated strict dominance are A∞
i =

⋂
k∈N Ak

i . With this, define

ISD = A∞
1 × · · · × A∞

n .

Example 4.26. Look at the game G0 in the following table:

G0 a1 a2 a3

ax 5,3 4,0 2,3

ay 2,5 1,3 1,0

az 4,4 4,4 0,5

Here, action ax strictly dominates ay, because for any column-player choice action ax will give a higher payoff to the

row player. No other action is strictly dominated in G0, so we obtain a game G1 by removal of myactx and proper

restriction:

G1 a1 a2 a3

ax 5,3 4,0 2,3

//////////ay /////////////2,5 /////////////1,3 /////////////1,0

az 4,4 4,4 0,5

Since, ay is no longer in the game, a3 has gotten to dominate a2. Since no other action is dominated, we remove only

a2:
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G2 a1 //////////a2 a3

ax 5,3 /////////////4,0 2,3

//////////ay /////////////2,5 /////////////1,3 /////////////1,0

az 4,4 /////////////4,4 0,5

Finally, in the remaining game, action az is no dominated by ax, but nothing else can be removed:

G3 a1 //////////a2 a3

ax 5,3 /////////////4,0 2,3

//////////ay /////////////2,5 /////////////1,3 /////////////1,0

/////////az /////////////4,4 /////////////4,4 /////////////0,5

The remaining actions A∞
row = {ax} and A∞

column = {a1, a3} survive iterated strict dominance.

Exercise 4.27. The previous example only ever had actions strictly dominated by pure actions, but the

definition of strict dominance is more general and allows mixed actions too. Give a minimal example

where an action of some player is not strictly dominated by any pure strategy of hers, but by a mixed

strategy.

Exercise 4.28. Find all actions that survive iterated strict dominance in the games from Figure 2.

4.2.1 Rationalizability: An Epistemic Characterization of Iterated Strong Dominance

The set ISD of actions that survive iterated strict dominance is particularly interesting, because it cor-

responds to the set of actions that are rational under common belief in rationality. Common belief in a

proposition P obtains iff:

· everybody believes that P,

· everybody believes that everybody believes that P

· everybody believes that everybody believes that everybody believes that P,

· . . . and so on into infinity.

So, common belief in rationality is a deep and reasonable belief of all players that all players are rational,

and that all players believe that all players are rational, etc.

How does this relate to iterated strong dominance? If an action is strictly dominated, then, intuitively

speaking, it would simply be irrational to choose it. But that means that, if player i believes in the

rationality of player j, then player i will come to believe that player j will not choose a strictly dominated

action. Nesting further believes in rationality of players ties in with further iterated removal of strictly

dominated strategies.

This intuition proves correct in an epistemic model, where we can show that iterated elimination of

strictly dominated strategies corresponds to deeper nestings of belief in rationality. We say that the set of
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rationalizable actions are all those actions that are rational choices under common belief in rationality. It

turns out that rationalizability is equivalent with iterated strong dominance. Hence, unlike equilibrium,

iterated strict dominance offers a compelling argument centered on the concept of rationality which leads

agents to proper choices in a game situation by mere introspection and deliberation.

Definition 4.29 (Belief in Rationality). Given an epistemic model of a strategic game M = 〈W, f , g〉, we

say that agent i believes that agent j is rational in world w if Beli(w) ⊆ Ratj .

Definition 4.30 (Common Belief in Rationality). Define the transitive closure of belief sets Bel(w) starting

at w as follows:

Bel1(w) =
⋃

i∈N
Beli(w)

Belk+1(w) =
⋃

w′∈Belk(w)

Bel1(w′)

Bel∗(w) =
⋃

k∈N
Belk(w) .

We say that agents have common belief in rationality in world w if Bel∗(w) ⊆ ⋂i∈N Rati .

Theorem 4.31. The set of actions that survive iterated strong dominance are exactly the rational choices

under belief in common belief in rationality.

A proof of this is not trivial and we will not attempt it here (but see, for instance, Tan and Wer-

lang 1988). For our purposes, it suffices to note that unlike Nash equilibrium, rationalizability derives

a clear behavioral prediction from rationality alone. However, it turns out that iterated strict domi-

nance/rationalizability is rather weak. For instance, as is easy to see, any Nash choice is rationalizable.

But on top of that, rationalizability allows players to have false beliefs about their opponents’ behavior and

therefore allows behavior to drift apart tremendously. That means that not all rationalizable actions are

part of a Nash equilibrium.

5 Dynamic Games with Incomplete Information

Although static games with complete information are the easiest and most manageable kinds of games,

they are unfortunately not the most natural choice for a model of language use and interpretation. Ut-

terances and their pragmatic reception happen in sequence, and information is usually asymmetrically

distributed among speaker and hearer. To model a single informative utterance and its uptake we will

focus a particular kind of dynamic game with incomplete information: signaling games.

5.1 Signaling Games

A signaling game is a simple dynamic game with incomplete information between a sender and a receiver,

where each player moves exactly once. The sender sends a message, the receiver interprets it. More in
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detail, the sender knows which world state t ∈ T is actual, but the receiver only has a probabilistic belief

Pr ∈ ∆(T) about it. The sender chooses a message m from a given set of alternatives M, all of which we

assume to have a commonly known semantic meaning [[m]] ⊆ T. The receiver observes the sent message

m and chooses an action a ∈ A. An outcome of playing a signaling game for one round is given by the

triple t, m and a. Each player has his own preferences over such outcomes, given by utility functions

US,R : T ×M× A→ R.

Definition 5.1 (Signaling Game). A signaling game (with meaningful signals) is a tuple

〈{S, R} , T, Pr, M, [[·]] , A, US, UR〉

where sender S and receiver R are the players of the game; T is a set of states of the world; Pr ∈ ∆(T) is

a full-support probability distribution over T, which usually represents the receiver’s uncertainty which

state in T is actual; M is a set of messages that the sender can send; [[·]] : M → P(T) \ ∅ is a denotation

function that gives the predefined semantic meaning of a message as the set of all states where that

message is true (or otherwise semantically acceptable); A is the set of response actions available to the

receiver; and mUS,R : T × M × A → R are utility functions for both sender and receiver that give a

numerical value for, roughly, the desirability of each possible play of the game.

A signaling game in which utilities are independent of the message sent are called cheap talk signaling

games.

One way of representing the dynamic and epistemic aspects of a signaling game is as in Figure 5.

(The game depicted is actually the one from the following example.) The game starts in the middle with

nature making an equiprobable choice between two states. Next the sender chooses one of two forms. The

receiver knows the chosen message, but he is uncertain as to which state nature selected. This is indicated

by the doted lines between points in the game. These “game positions” cannot be distinguished by the

receiver.

Example 5.2 (Wine Choice). Suppose Alice is preparing dinner for her visitor Bob who would like to bring a bottle

of wine. Depending on whether Alice prepares beef or fish, Bob would like to bring red or white wine respectively.

Both Alice and Bob share the same interest in the wine matching the dinner, but while Alice knows what she is

preparing for dinner, Bob does not. However, Bob does not need to guess what Alice is preparing because Alice can

simply tell him by saying “I’m preparing beef/fish.” Only then would Bob make his decision to bring either red or

white wine.

This can be represented as the (cheap talk) signaling game given in Figure 6. There are two possible states of

nature (only one of which is actual, of course): in tbeef Alice prepares beef, and in tfish she prepares fish. Alice

knows which state is actual, but Bob does not and so his uncertainty is represented numerically in the probability

distribution Pr. According to the table in figure 6 then, Bob finds it just a little more likely that Alice prepares beef

than that she prepares fish (perhaps because she has shown a tendency towards beef in the past). Alice can say either

mbeef “I’m preparing beef” or mfish “I’m preparing fish” with the obvious semantic meaning as indicated by the

check marks in figure 6: a check mark in the table means that a message is true in a given state. Bob can then choose

to bring red wine (ared) or white wine (awhite). Both Alice and Bob value an outcome where the wine matches the
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NS S

R R

R R

〈1, 1〉 〈0, 0〉

〈1, 1〉 〈0, 0〉

〈0, 0〉 〈1, 1〉

〈0, 0〉 〈1, 1〉

tbeef, .5 tfish, .5

mbeef

mfish

mbeef

mfish

ared awhite ared awhite

ared awhite ared awhite

Figure 5: The Wine-Choice Signaling Game.

food more than an outcome where it doesn’t; beyond that, they have even identical preferences in the given example.

The game is one of pure cooperation and coordination, as preferences are aligned, and as states and response actions

have to be matched in order to obtain maximal payoffs.

Example 5.3 (Scalar Implicature: The Some-All Game). Consider, again, a scalar implicature, like in (7).

(7) a. I ate some of the cookies. msome

b. I ate all of the cookies. mall

c. The Speaker did not eat all of the cookies.

To model an utterance and interpretation of (7a) as a signaling game, we would minimally need a state distinction

whether some but not all (t∃¬∀) or all (t∀) of the cookies have been eaten. For simplicity, assume here that Pr(t∃¬∀) =

Pr(t∀) = 1/2 . The speaker could use expressions (7a) or (7b), which we identify with messages msome and mall,

with the obvious semantic meaning. The hearer would like to infer the correct state of the world, so his actions are
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US, UR M & [[·]]

Pr(t) ared awhite mbeef mfish

tbeef
3/5 1,1 0,0

√
−

tfish
2/5 0,0 1,1 −

√

Figure 6: Signaling game for coordination

.5 a∃¬∀ a∀ msome mall

t∃¬∀ .5 1,1 0,0
√

−
t∀ p 0,0 1,1

√ √

Figure 7: The some-all game: a context model for scalar implicature

interpretations that correspond to the given state distinctions: a∃¬∀ and a∀. Finally, let’s assume in proper Gricean

fashion that speaker and hearer would like to cooperatively reach agreement on communicating the proper state of

affairs: they receive their joint maximal payoff 1 iff state and interpretation action correspond, and 0 otherwise. The

resulting (cheap talk) signaling game model is given in Figure 7.

5.1.1 Signaling Games Model the Hearer’s Question Under Discussion

A cheap talk signaling game “contains” a decision problem of the receiver. To see this, let

〈{S, R} , T, Pr, M, [[·]] , A, US, UR〉

be a signaling game in which UR does not depend on the messages used. Them 〈T, Pr, A, U∗R〉 with

U∗R(t, a) = U(t, m, a) for some m ∈ M, is the receiver’s decision problem. Another way of looking at

this is that signaling games just add a formal specification of message alternatives, semantic meaning and

speaker motives to a decision problem of the receiver. This means that what we said earlier in Section 3.1

about a decision problem being a question under discussion carries over to the “embedded” question

under discussion of the hearer that is represented in a signaling game. Equating the utilities of the sender

with the utilities of the receiver is to have the speaker adopt or attend to the question that bothers the

receiver.

5.1.2 Strategies & Beliefs

Seen in this light, signaling games are slightly more realistic models of the context of utterance than

decision problems. Still, they too do not yet describe how agents act. For this, we need measures of

rationality and solution concepts for these games. We will introduce all of this shortly, but in order to be

able to do so, we first need to define how to represent agents’ behavior and beliefs.
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msome

mall

t∃¬∀

t∀

a∃¬∀

a∀

(a) Scalar Implicature

msome

mall

t∃¬∀

t∀

a∃¬∀

a∀

(b) Stupid Play

msome

mall

t∃¬∀

t∀

a∃¬∀

a∀

(c) Permuted Meaning

msome

mall

t∃¬∀

t∀

a∃¬∀

a∀

(d) Pooling Strategy

Figure 8: Strategies of the Some-All Game

A representation of the behavior of agents in a signaling game is not just a tuple of actions (as in

strategic games), but a function from every possible choice situation of a player to the concrete action the

player would choose in that situation. A sender strategy is then a function which specifies which message

the sender will or would send in each state that might become actual. A receiver strategy is a function

which similarly specifies which action the receiver will or would choose as a response to each message

he might observe. (Obviously, the receiver knows only what message has been sent, but not what state is

actual, so he has to choose an action for each message he might observe and cannot condition his choice

on the actual state of affairs).

Definition 5.4 (Pure Strategies). A pure sender strategy in a signaling game is a function s ∈ MT and that a

pure receiver strategy is a function r ∈ AM . Let S and R be the sets of all pure sender and receiver strategies.

A pure strategy profile is a tuple 〈s, r〉 ∈ S× R .

Example 5.5 (Strategies of the Some-All Game). Figure 8 contains four examples for strategy profiles for the

some-all game. Clearly, only the strategy profile in 8(c) is reasonable.

Definition 5.6 (Behavioral Strategies). A behavioral strategy is a map from information states of a

player to a probability distribution over possible moves in that information state. So a behavioral sender

strategy is a function σ ∈ S = (∆(M))T and a behavioral receiver strategy is a function ρ ∈ R = (∆(A))M .

As before with static games, we will interpret behavioral beliefs as beliefs of players about opponent

behavior. This is most straightforward for the sender.
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Definition 5.7 (Sender Beliefs). Sender beliefs are then given as the set of probabilistic receiver strategies:

ΠS = R = (∆(A))M .

A given sender belief ρ ∈ ΠS specifies a probability distribution over A for each m: ρ(m) then gives the

probabilistic beliefs of the sender about which action the receiver will play if he observes m.

For the receiver, the situation is more complicated, because we need to factor in the fact that the receiver

does not know the actual state. With some redundancy, we could say that there are three things that the

receiver is uncertain about:

(i) R has prior uncertainty about which state is actual before he observes a message; these prior beliefs

are specified by the distribution Pr in the signaling game;

(ii) R also is uncertain about the sender’s behavior; we can thus characterize the receiver’s behavioral

beliefs about sender behavior as a probabilistic sender strategy, i.e., a function: σ ∈ (∆(M))T that

gives a probability distribution over M for each t;

(iii) and finally R also has posterior uncertainty about which state is actual after he observes a message; for

clarity, this is not because the actual state changes, but because the receiver’s beliefs about the actual

state may be influenced by the observation of which message the sender has sent; these posterior

beliefs can be described as a function µ ∈ (∆(T))M that gives a probability distribution over T for

each m.

Definition 5.8 (Receiver Beliefs). The set of relevant receiver beliefs ΠR is the set of all triples 〈Pr, σ, µ〉
for which σ ∈ (∆(M))T and µ ∈ (∆(T))M .

This characterization of the receiver’s uncertainty is partially redundant, because there is a strong

intuitive sense in which the posterior beliefs µ should be derived, at least in part, from the other two

components of R’s uncertainty. What we want is a further consistency requirement that the receiver’s

posterior beliefs fit his prior beliefs and his conjecture about the sender’s behavior. Technically speaking,

we want the posterior beliefs µ to be derived from Pr and σ by Bayesian conditionalization.

Definition 5.9 (Consistency). We say that the receiver’s posterior beliefs µ are consistent with his beliefs

Pr and σ if and only if for all t in T and for all m in the image of σ, i.e., all m for which σ(m|t) , 0 for

some t, we have:

µ(t|m) =
Pr(t)× σ(m|t)

∑t′∈T Pr(t′)× σ(m|t′) .

Consistency effectively demands reasonable, i.e., conservative, belief dynamics: wherever possible

Bayesian conditionalization computes backward the likelihood for each state t that an observed message m

was sent in t given t’s prior probability and the probability with which m was expected to be sent in t.

Example 5.10. Look at the some-all game in Figure 7, and suppose that the receiver has flat prior beliefs Pr(t∃¬∀) =
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Pr(∀) = 1/2 . Suppose also that the receiver has the following behavioral belief:

σ =


t∃¬∀ 7→

[
msome 7→ 1

mall 7→ 0

]

t∀ 7→
[

msome 7→ .5

mall 7→ .5

]


.

(This behavioral belief is a belief in a “literal sender” who would simply say something true, possibly indifferently

between messages if several messages are true in a given state.) Based on these prior and behavioral beliefs we can

calculate the receiver’s posterior beliefs µ based on consistency, as follows:

µ(t∃¬∀|mall) =
Pr(t∃¬∀)× σ(mall|t∃¬∀)
∑t′∈T Pr(t′)× σ(mall|t′)

µ(t∀|mall) = 1− µ(t∃¬∀|mall) = 0

=
1/2 × 0

1/2 × 0 + 1/2 × 1/2

= 0

µ(t∃¬∀|msome) =
Pr(t∃¬∀)× S0(msome|t∃¬∀)
∑t′∈T Pr(t′)× S0(msome|t′)

µ(t∀|msome) = 1− µ(t∃¬∀|msome) =
1/3

=
1/2 × 1

1/2 × 1 + 1/2 × 1/2

= 2/3 .

A receiver with consistent posterior beliefs will therefore believe that it is twice as likely that the true state is t∃¬∀
when he hears msome, than that it is t∀.

5.1.3 Consistency & Suprise Messages

It is crucial to note that consistency is a requirement only on those messages that are expected to be

sent with some positive probability. In other words, just as Bayesian update Pr(·|X) of a probability

distribution is not defined if the set X is considered impossible, i.e., if Pr(X) = 0, we cannot properly

compute a consistent belief for so-called surprise messages. These are messages that, given a behavioral

belief σ, the receiver believes are not sent at all. As far as consistency is concerned, no restrictions are

placed on the posterior beliefs after surprise messages.

Example 5.11. Consider the wine-choice signaling game for coordination in Figure 5. One possible pure strategy

profile is the one given in Figure 9, in which the sender sends the same message in both states.

This corresponds with the following probabilistic belief of the receiver:

σ =


tfish 7→

[
mfish 7→ 1

mbeef 7→ 0

]

tbeef 7→
[

mfish 7→ 1

mbeef 7→ 0

]


.
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mfish

mbeef

tfish

tbeef

awhite

ared

Figure 9: A pooling strategy in the wine-choice signaling game

The message mbeef is a surprise message under this belief, and this means that the posterior beliefs µ(·|mbeef) are

not uniquely determined by consistency. In other words, there is not just one receiver belief consistent with the

behavioral belief σ. Indeed, any belief 〈Pr, σ, µq〉, with parameter q ∈ [0, 1], and:

µq =


mfish 7→

[
tfish 7→ .5

tbeef 7→ .5

]

mbeef 7→
[

tfish 7→ q

tbeef 7→ 1− q

]


is consistent. This is to say that consistency leaves it entirely open what the receiver believes when his behavioral

expectations are violated. (Not even the prior probabilities of states are considered.)

5.1.4 Expected Utilitiy & Rationality

Rational behavior in a signaling game is defined just as rational behavior is generally defined in rational

choice theory: rational behavior is behavior that selects only actions that maximize the expected utility.

All that is required is to plug in the correct beliefs for the players into a general blueprint for expected

utility.

Definition 5.12. We define the sender’s expected utility of sending message m in state t as a function of her

belief ρ as follows:

EUS(m, t, ρ) = ∑
a∈A

ρ(m, a)×US(t, m, a) .

We say that a pure sender strategy s ∈ S is rational just in case it selects an action which maximizes

expected utility in all states, i.e., s is a rational pure sender strategy given belief ρ if and only if for all

t:

s(t) ∈ arg max
m∈M

EUS(m, t, ρ) .

Synonymously, we say that s is a (pure) best response to belief ρ. The set of all such pure best responses

to belief ρ is denoted by BR(ρ) .
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The receiver’s beliefs are triples 〈Pr, σ, µ〉 ∈ ΠR, but the important component for a characterization

of rational receiver behavior is, of course, the posterior belief µ: it’s after observing a message that the

receiver is called to act, so it’s with respect to the beliefs he holds at that time that we should judge him

rational or not.

Definition 5.13. Given a posterior belief µ, we define R’s expected utility of performing a after message

m has been received as

EUR(a, m, µ) = ∑
t∈T

µ(t|m)×UR(t, m, a)

and say that r ∈ R is a rational pure receiver strategy if and only if for all m

r(m) ∈ arg max
a∈A

EUR(a, m, µ) .

Alternatively, we call such an r a (pure) best response to belief πR (or, simply, to µ). The set of all such

pure best responses to belief πR is denoted by BR(πR) (or, alternatively, BR(µ)) .

5.2 Equilibrium & Rationalizability in Signaling Games

In this section we spell out the standard equilibrium solution concept for signaling games, called Perfect

Bayesian equilibrium, and a version of rationalizability.

5.2.1 Perfect Bayesian Equilibrium

As we have seen for strategic games above, an equilibrium solution concept characterizes a mutually

optimal, hence steady, pattern in the joint behavior of players. A set of strategies is in equilibrium if

nobody has an incentive to deviate given that everybody else conforms. Thus, equilibrium requires that

the beliefs of players be correct, i.e., derived from the strategy profile (at least as far as possible) and

that each individual is responding rationally to that belief. Equilibrium does not require belief in the

opponent’s rationality.

For signaling games, this comes down to saying that the pure strategy profile 〈s, r〉 is in equilibrium

just in case (i) s is rational given the belief that the receiver plays r and (ii) r is rational given the belief that

the sender plays s. Only one slight complication is then necessary to round off the definition: we need

to specify more rigorously what it means for the receiver to believe in a sender strategy. This is where

Perfect Bayesian equilibrium gets its name from: we require that the receivers beliefs are consistent with

the prior (given by the game) and the belief in the sender’s strategy.

The general definition is in terms of probabilistic strategies.

Definition 5.14. We say that a triple 〈σ, ρ, µ〉 is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium (pbe) iff three conditions

hold:2

2Strictly, speaking, we have so far only defined rationality for pure strategies. Say that a probabilistic strategy X, be it sender’s or

receiver’s, is rational given belief π iff, when considered a mixed strategy, X puts positive probability only on pure best responses

to π.
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Figure 10: Perfect Bayesian equilibria of the wine-choice game

(i) σ is rational given the belief ρ;

(ii) ρ is rational given the belief µ;

(iii) µ is consistent with Pr and the belief σ.

In order to check whether a given pure strategy profile 〈s, r〉 is a pbe, we then need to consult the triple

〈σ, ρ, µ〉 where σ and ρ are the unique probabilistic strategies corresponding to the pure strategies s and r,

and where µ is some appropriate posterior belief of the receiver.

Example 5.15 (Equilibria of the Wine-Choice Signaling Game). Consider anew the wine-choice game in Fig-

ure 5. There are a total of 16 pure strategy profiles, out of which 6 are pbes. These are given in Figure 10. The dots

in the small diagrams represent, from left to right, the states, the messages and the receiver actions. Arrows then

represent pure strategies, just as in Figure 9, which is a zoomed-in version of profile 6 in Figure 10.)

It is plain to see how profiles 1 and 16 are pbes(if, as we do, we assume that semantic meaning is not binding).

Let’s then calculate that the pooling strategy profile in Figure 9 is also a pbe. Let σ6 and ρ6 be the relevant probabilistic

strategies:

σ6 =


tfish 7→

[
mfish 7→ 1

mbeef 7→ 0

]

tbeef 7→
[

mfish 7→ 1

mbeef 7→ 0

]


ρ6 =


mfish 7→

[
awhite 7→ 1

ared 7→ 0

]

mbeef 7→
[

awhite 7→ 1

ared 7→ 0

]


.
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As we have seen in Example 5.11 above, any belief
〈

Pr, σ6, µ
q
6

〉
with posterior belief

µ
q
6 =


mfish 7→

[
tfish 7→ .5

tbeef 7→ .5

]

mbeef 7→
[

tfish 7→ q

tbeef 7→ 1− q

]


with q ∈ [0, 1] is consistent. However, not every such posterior belief µ

q
6 makes ρ6 a rational receiver strategy. It is

rational only for values q ≥ 1/2 . That means that not all consistent beliefs make the given pure strategy profile a

pbe. Nonetheless, there are posteriors which fulfill the requirements of perfect Bayesian equilibrium together with σ6

and ρ6, so that we count the strategy profile number 6 as among the pbes.

Exercise 5.16. Argue that, if we do not consider semantic meaning into account, the some-all game in

Figure 7 has the exact same pbes as that wine-choice game.

Exercise 5.17. It is clear that if we take semantic meaning of messages properly into account, there should

only be one solution of the wine-choice game that is reasonable, namely profile 1. This profile can be

singled out by a number of assumptions about how semantic meaning may influence the players behavior

and belief formation. Check that any of the following assumptions singles out pbe 1 uniquely for the

wine-choice game:

(i) the sender cannot speak untruthfully, i.e., all strategies in which false signals are sent are removed

from the game (think of it as pruning the game tree in Figure 5);

(ii) the receiver will never believe that a signal was sent untruthfully.

Exercise 5.18. Do any of the assumptions from the previous exercise also single out the unique intuitive

pbe for the some-all game? Give formal reasons and reflect.

5.2.2 Rationalizability

For completeness, here is also a variant of rationalizability for signaling games. Remember from static

games that rationalizability aims to single out behavior that is (i) rational and (ii) consistent with a belief in

common belief in rationality. The algorithmic idea behind rationalizability is that of iteratively eliminating

strictly dominated strategies. For signaling games this would mean that starting from the set of all pure

sender and receiver strategies, we would like to rule out iteratively all those pure strategies which are

strictly dominated, i.e., which are never a best response to any belief in the remaining opponent strategies.

Towards a formal definition, recall that S and R are the sets of pure sender and receiver strategies. Let

us fix S0 = S and R0 = R, and then define inductively the sets Sn+1 and Rn+1 of pure sender and receiver

strategies in Sn and Rn respectively that are rational given some belief in Rn and Sn, i.e., some belief that
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the opponent plays some strategy in the set Rn or Sn. Formally, the induction step reads as:

Sn+1 = {s ∈ Sn | ∃ ρ ∈ ∆(Rn) : s ∈ BR(ρ)}

Rn+1 = {r ∈ Rn | ∃ πR = 〈Pr, σ, µ〉 ∈ ΠR :

(i) r ∈ BR(µ)

(ii) πR is consistent

(iii) σ ∈ ∆(Sn) } .

Finally, the sets of rationalizable strategies are the sets

RatS =
⋂

i∈N
Si RatR =

⋂
i∈N

Ri .

The set RatS is the set of all pure sender strategies which are compatible with the assumption that

S is rational and believes in common belief in rationality. The same holds for the receiver, of course.

For a strategy profile 〈s, r〉 to be rationalizable it suffices for s and r to be rationalizable. That means

that rationalizability does not require beliefs about opponent strategies to be correct: rationalizability is a

non-equilibrium solution concept.

Without any further restrictions, rationalizability is a fairly weak solution concept. For instance, if

we assume that talk in the some-all game in figure 7 is cheap and that Pr(t∃¬∀) = Pr(t∀), then any pure

strategy profile is rationalizable, because any possible sender or receiver strategy can be rationalized by a

belief in some opponent behavior. As a solution concept for (cheap talk) signaling games in game theoretic

pragmatics this basic version of rationalizability therefore is far too unrestricted. This is a negative, but as

such noteworthy result: in cheap talk signaling games like the some-all game the assumption that agents

are rational and believe in common belief in rationality is not enough to explain pragmatic language use

and interpretation.
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